SCAVENGER HUNT #1

RAMSAY PARK:

1) This place has stalls to use and sinks to wash your hands. Take a peek at the outside of the building and take a picture in front of the “Wall of Fame”. *(Hint: It’s near the field where Messi would play)*

2) This place is where people stand on a wooden board with four wheels, find the place and take a picture in front of the “W”. *(Hint: it’s facing Main Street)*

3) This place can seem like a Racetrack except no cars can enter.... But if you’re on two wheels pedal on through. Take a pic riding through.

4) I’m shiny when the sun is hitting (be careful, I can get hot), as tall as a post and slippery like a bar of soap as you glide down.... Can you guess what I am? Take a selfie gliding down.

5) Are you a baller? Show us your best three point shot in our court. *(Picture or video, you choose)*